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Resource Guide for Educators and Students Grades 4–12  

What is traditional music? It’s music that's passed on from one person to another, music that 
arises from one or more cultures, from their history and geography. It's music that can tell a 
story or evoke emotions ranging from celebratory joy to quiet reflection. Traditional music is 
usually played live in community settings such as dances, people's houses and small halls.  

In each 30-minute episode of Carry On™, musical explorer and TikTok sensation Hal Walker 
interviews a musician who plays traditional music. Episodes air live, allowing students to pose 
questions. Programs are then archived so you can listen to them any time from your classroom 
or home. Visit Carry On's YouTube channel for live shows and archived episodes. 

Episode 24, Raiatea Helm 

Raiatea Helm grew up on the island of Molokaʻi and is recognized as one of Hawaiʻi's premier 
female vocalists. Trained in the traditional style of falsetto singing, Raiatea shares her love and 
knowledge of Hawaiʻi's rich history through traditional song and dance. 

Raiatea's musical journey began with listening to her father and his family make music. She has 
been performing for 20 years, both solo with her ʻukelele and with small groups of musicians 
who play guitar, bass, horns and drums. She also performs occasionally with a big band to sing 
classics from Hawaiʻi's 1940s and '50s nightclub era. Raiatea tours throughout the Pacific region 
and the US and has recorded several albums. 

Hawaiʻi has a rich musical history beginning with Native Hawaiian traditions of chant, called 
mele. Mele oli ("ancient" chant) is an unaccompanied solo chant for ritual and ceremony at 
such occasions as births and deaths. Mele hula is a rhythmic chant with dance that tells stories 
and legends of the islands. It's often performed by a group and employs pre-Western 
instruments: gourds (ipu), gourd rattles (uliuli), sticks (puʻili) and drums (pahu). Audio and video 
examples are in Resources below. The annual Kamahaha Festival holds a chant exhibition and 
competition on the island of Hawaiʻi; its website offers an explanation of chants used for 
different purposes.  

In the course of trade and exploration, various countries and cultures brought their musical 
influences to the islands; Hawaiians embraced new styles and instruments and absorbed them 
into Hawaiian musical culture. The Portuguese brought a small instrument in the guitar family 
called a cavaquinho, that, with Hawaiian ingenuity, became the four-string ʻukelele. 
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Spanish and Mexican cowboys who came to work on Hawaiʻi's cattle ranches brought the full-
size guitar to the islands. Hawaiians created the slack-key guitar, which involves "slackening" 
the strings to tune them to an open chord, which creates a rich, resonant sound. The Hawaiian 
lap-steel guitar was an invention of a Hawaiian teenager who laid the guitar across his lap and 
played it with a metal slide. You can see and hear the lap-steel guitar on our episode HERE.  

Along with Western stringed instruments, Christian hymns, called himeni, were introduced in 
the 1800s, bringing new musical forms to the islands. Falsetto singing—jumping abruptly into 
higher notes with the voice—probably came from a combination of chant techniques and hymn 
singing. Hawaiian royalty in the 1800s were artistically gifted; some royal family members 
studied with a Prussian military bandleader named Henri Berger. He was a mentor to Queen 
Liliʻuokalani (see Resources below), who wrote more than 150 songs. 

Raiatea's favorite style is hapa haole—hapa means "half" and haole means "foreign." This style 
combines Hawaiian poetry and musical styling with other influences like jazz and popular music. 
It's usually sung in English with Hawaiian words here and there. It originated in the early 1900s, 
when Hawaiians were discouraged from speaking their language; music with Hawaiian lyrics 
was a way around this. Rising tourism of the 1940s and 1950s helped perpetuate hapa haole, 
which along the way has incorporated genres like ragtime, blues and jazz.  

Raiatea points out that poetry is important in the Hawaiian language and to Hawaiian music. 
Hawaiian poetry employs kaona, or hidden meanings. In mele—chants or songs ("mele" can 
refer to both)—kaona is used to "speak" to specific people or audiences.  

Raiatea has received two nominations for a GRAMMY Award, the first solo Hawaiian female 
vocalist to be nominated. She was the first Hawaiian to win a fellowship from the Native Arts & 
Cultures Foundation, which is dedicated to American Indian, Alaska Native and Native Hawaiian 
arts and cultures in the US. She has also received six Nā Hōkū Hanohano awards from the 
Hawaiʻi Academy of Recording Arts. 

Vocabulary  

Accompany – To play or sing in a support role for the solo or lead musician. "Unaccompanied" 
means music that features only one singer or instrument. 

Blues – A genre of music that originated in the American South; its roots are in African 
American musical traditions. The blues are usually in a slow, steady 4/4 time with "blue" 
(flatted) notes. They usually consist of three chords in regular 8- or 12-bar patterns. 

Chord – A group of three or more notes played together. 

Genre – A particular style of music. Jazz, country, classical, hip hop and traditional are all 
different genres of music.  

Falsetto – Most often used by men, singing falsetto involves using higher notes above the 
ordinary vocal range. In Hawaiian falsetto, singers embrace and emphasize the "break" 
between lower and higher notes. 
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Jazz – A type of music originating in African American communities of the US. It developed from 
ragtime and blues music, absorbing influences from African rhythms and European harmonic 
structure. 

Lyrics – The words of a song. 

Activities and Questions for Students  

Before you watch the episode—Locate the following places on Google Maps or a printed map. 
Hawaii:  The state of Hawaiʻi, and the island of Molokaʻi.  
Countries:  Portugal, Spain, Mexico.  
Region: Kingdom of Prussia (you'll have to Google this—it ended in 1918). 

After you watch the episode—Complete assigned activities and questions from this list, which 
progresses from simpler to more complex. 
1. Travelers to Hawaiʻi in the 1800s and 1900s took lots of things with them, including their 

music and instruments. If you were traveling by boat to a new country, what parts of your 
culture would you take? It could be food or music, or something you can't see, like 
traditions—whatever reminds you of your family or your place of origin. 

2. What kind of instruments would be easy to take with you to a new country? If you took just 
one, what would it be? 

3. How many islands make up the state of Hawaiʻi? Google it! 
4. Raiatea joined us from her studio at 4:00 am her time, because our show started at 11:00 

am our time. What time zone is she in? You can use this interactive Time Zone Map. How 
many hours' difference is it from the time zone you live in? And what time zone in the US do 
you think our show broadcasts from? 

5. How far away is Hawaiʻi from the International Date Line? Look at this Time Zone Map and 
find Kiritimati (part of the Republic of Kiribati), one of Hawaiʻi's neighbors. As you answer 
this question, figure out what time and day it is on Kiritimati and on the Hawaiian Islands. 

6. Read TimeAndDate.com's explanation of the International Date Line. Do you understand 
how the date line works? What do you think is the most fascinating thing about it? 

7. Trick question! Name the US states that are 1) the farthest south, 2) the farthest north, 3) 
the farthest west and 4) the farthest east. HINT: Find a map with longitude and latitude 
clearly marked—those are the measures you will use. 

8. Listen to "Maile Swing," the first song Raiatea sings. She uses falsetto, jumping abruptly into 
higher notes with her voice. Try it! Sing a few low notes and then jump to a high note—be 
careful not to strain your voice. You can also just sing along with Raiatea and mimic her 
falsetto. How easy or hard is it? 

9. You are a reporter for your school's newspaper. Write and illustrate a review of Raiatea, 
what she talked about, and the music you heard. Describe the music, your favorite things 
about it, and what more you wish you could see or know about. Be sure to give your article 
a descriptive title!  

10. Raiatea often performs hapa haole music, which mixes Hawaiian musical styling and other 
genres of music. If you were to invent a hapa haole style, what two musical traditions would 
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you mix? (To jog your memory, look at the very beginning of this list on 
YourDictionary.com.) How would your new style sound? Describe it, either with adjectives 
or in musical terms. 

11. Listen to the first part of this video; the musician is playing a Portuguese cavaquinho. Now 
listen to Raiatea play the ʻukelele, which Hawaiians created from the cavaquinho and similar 
Portguese instruments. What differences do you notice in the sound? What adjectives 
would you use to describe each? How do you think the ʻukelele suits Hawaiian music? 

12. Japan, China, Great Britain, the US and even Germany competed for power and influence in 
Hawaiʻi. Geographically and strategically, why do you think Hawaiʻi attracted their 
attention? Who won the power struggle and when? (Yes, you may use Google!) 

13. The Native Arts & Cultures Foundation supports Native artists in the US. Take a look at the 
website and the work of recipients of artist fellowships—to read descriptions of national 
artist fellows, go to Past Programs and click on National Artist Fellowships; Raiatea's page is 
HERE. What sort of difference do you think the foundation makes in the world? In the US? 
What might happen if the foundation stopped supporting these artists and their work?  

14. Analyze the structure of Raiatea's first song, "Maile Swing." Use different letters—A, B, 
etc.—for sections that are substantially different. How many different sections do you come 
up with? What does your "structure map" look like? It may be something like AABB CCDD, 
etc. (this is just an example). 

15. The US annexed Hawaiʻi at the end of the 1800s and banned Hawaiian-medium education, 
which used Hawaiian as its main language of instruction. Hawaiʻi was not the first place in 
the world where this sort of thing has happened. What does it do to a culture to be 
discouraged from speaking its own language? No need to Google—just your opinion! 

16. How long did it take for the state of Hawaiʻi to reverse the policy mentioned in Question 
15? Hawaiʻi Public Schools' website will help you answer this question. 

Additional Resources 

Raiatea Helm 
Raiatea's website. 
Raiatea's Facebook fan page. 
Interview with Raiatea. HI*Sessions, a YouTube series, interviews Raiatea and bandmates 
about their art form, their musical instruments, and the special nature of Hawaiian songs. 
Four song performances are also part of this YouTube episode. 
Raiatea on Spotify. Listen to some of Raiatea's albums. Sweet & Lovely earned Raiatea her 
first awards from the Hawaiʻi Academy of Recording Arts for favorite entertainer and female 
vocalist of the year.  

Music of Hawaiʻi 

Mele oli, or "ancient" chant. Listen to two audio examples, "Mele Kāhea" and"Mele Pule."  
Mele hula. Listen to two mele hula chants performed with instruments; this is an audio 
example. Listen and watch a mele hula from the Hawaiian Cultural Festival. 
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ʻŪkēkē. This video demonstrates a traditional Hawaiian mouth harp, used to accompany 
chants, but also used as a secret way for sweethearts to talk with one another. 
Lap-steel guitar. This instrument originated in Hawaiʻi. Raiatea mentions Barney Isaacs, the 
son of famous Hawaiian musician Alvin Isaacs. Click the link to hear the lush, sweeping 
sound of his lap-steel guitar.  
Slack-key guitar. This excellent demonstration from Hawaiian musician Jeff Peterson 
includes some beautiful playing and slack-key techniques. 
"Pūpū Hinuhinu." Raiatea tells us that this song is something most beginning Hawaiian 
musicians learn. 
Territorial Airwaves. A listing of Hawaiian radio shows:  "The site contains extensive audio 
excerpts, photos and displays devoted to the preservation and perpetuation of traditional 
Hawaiian music, embracing the steel guitar, ukulele, hula, falsetto and harmony, chant and 
mele, traditional and hapa haole." 

Language and Culture of Hawaiʻi 
Hawaiian language. This website explains the ʻokina—the backward-facing "apostrophe" 
that appears in many Hawaiian words between vowels. It indicates a glottal stop, which you 
can hear when you say, "Uh oh." The ʻokina indicates a small break in the sound; if it were a 
single Hawaiian word, "uh oh" would be spelled ʻuhʻoh. The kahakō is a mark that tells you 
to stress the vowel. As much as possible in this guide, we've used correct spellings of 
Hawaiian words. 
"Saving the Hawaiian Language." An article from the University of Hawaiʻi Foundation. 
Queen Liliʻuokalani. This short documentary covers some interesting facts about the first 
queen of Hawaiʻi, who was also the last Hawaiian monarch. She ruled from 1891–1893. She 
wrote the song "Aloha ʻOe," perhaps Hawaiʻi's best-known song. She was also a 
philanthropist and activist for healthcare, women's education and orphaned children. 
The legacy of being hapa. This article from NPR's CodeSwitch program discusses being 
mixed-race in Hawaiʻi, and how relatively common it is to be "half," or hapa—22.4% of 
Hawaiians identify as mixed-race (as opposed to 3.4% in the US as a whole). 

Tell us what you think! 

We want to make Carry On™ even more useful and enjoyable for students and educators across 
the country. Send us your feedback! Tell us what you liked and what we could do better. And 
please… tell other educators and schools about the show. Help us all carry on! 

 

With the help of generous donors, Carry On™ is produced by the nonprofit Northeast Ohio 
Musical Heritage Association (NEOMHA). The show is programmed by Laura Lewis,  

artistic director of NEOMHA's Lake Erie Folk Fest. Carry On's resource guides are the work of 
writer and musician Rita Lewis. 
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